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    InterimPrimeMinister & UNSG, DésiréeElisabethStokkel: 
   ‘All Dutch nationals against whom I started an ICClawcaseNL have turned into terrorists’. 

The cleanup of the Russian Embassy in Thehague
     

KseniaSobchak, Kremlin, 

Ksenia, we all know that you need a traineeship before you can become 
Kremlin-president.

Why not start as an RU-embassador in Thehague Holland, for at least 4 years; 
before you move to the Kremlin?

What needs to be done?

1. The Old-men politics must be removed from Planet Earth, which is only possible if 
women live up to their potentials & Galaxy-duty. 

Men are Socially low-intelligent and survive in containers; which they all together turn 
into a train… to cover up the lack of knowledge about the Evolution of Social 
Intelligence. Men don’t break away from a system. Not even when they are legally 
obliged to do so, for the Greater Good on Earth.  Cowardice.

Women refuse to take responsibility for the Evolution of Social Intelligence, while its a 
rather simple job for them to exercize. Women are reluctant to build a train for the 
Evolution of Social Intelligence in Justice. Laziness.
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Ksenia, your first job at the RU-embassy in Thehague 
is to cut away Cowardice & Laziness. 

2. Evolution for Social Intelligence – system is already installed by IPM 
DésiréeElisabethStokkel and is called ‘RepublicNL’.  
How? Now you have always been too lazy to study the Removal of Cowardice-system 
yourself?   You want change, but you don’t know where to start and what to 
accomplish…  Lack of training, not the End of  the World. 

Chaos can be easily removed.

Is a really simple job; it requires 
‘that you start to execute your legal obligations, 24/7
and accept that  you need to move Beyond Yourself  
for the Realization of the New You, Future-proof’. 

‘You have to fulfill the legal obligations which were neglected
during the building of chaos. 

You need the guts to put the Chaos-builders legally straight’. 

Thats all!

3. Mindset for Evolution of Politics.
Politics Future-proof = work with a Political-system that operates fast enough to keep 
up with the ‘Know-it-all-computer’.   

This demand the skill ‘to leave childish approaches to life & work behind you … and 
build Your-Good-Self  in a way you make the Know-all-Robot smile’. 
Yes, you have to outsmart the bastard.   Which is a simple job.

When you are forced to survive against the will of your own 
parliament & judiciary    in a Fake State of Law NL , 

you have to find the one Basic platform 
you can start  the Survival-mode from:

UN charter – Torture treaty-  Humanright treaties.

Because in  Holland all  UN-legal obligations are being ignored 
for the realization of Chaos & Civilwar…. 

Its the only platform you can install as a Startingpoint.

Accept it; 
it will bring  you energy + self-effectiveness   + positive business results. 

Example?  Pulsefishing 

Pulsefishing is being  downsized for political reasons only;
up untill today the research & development phase is not internationally completed.

EU has forbidden Pulsefishing.. because the Dutch own a criminal attitude 
and  run ahead the herd…. For teaching foreigners  lessons…. 

And there is an ICClawcase against NL.
And there is DésiréeElisabethStokkel   who should have been killed by the NL- ICClobby 

years ago     but is now alive as InterimMinisterPresident NL.
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DésiréeElisabethStokkel  had the guts to start the Cleanup of the EU,
now she doesn’t want to be murdered or being misused as a  tool / cover 

by the ICC-lobby for murder  on other civilians. 

DésiréeElisabethStokkel  had made a  genius move 
= ICClawcase against  EU-president AntonioTajani   to  stop his support of DictatorshipNL

= all official EU-legislation is Invalid as long as Tajani stays in his EU-president labourcontract
=  Holland can be tormented by the EU-parliament  ( thing will blow over…)

The NL–business-people all refuse to stop DictatorshipNL.
They want DictatorshipNL to stay alive next to RepublicNL.

They are even indifferent towards their own  vulnerability in DictatorshipNL!
Be as corrupt as possibly can + put the blame on foreigners for everything that goes wrong.

NL-business-people should have demanded the RepublicNL 18nov2016
=  Holland would have been praised by the EU-parliament 
for research & development  of het Pulsefishing-industry.

4. Stick to the Evolution of Your Good Self, next to the tiny Devil inside you.

When you start as a RU-embassador… and Holland is still a DictatorshipNL thanks to 
the 100% corrupt media… you need to find a communication-system to pass the 
rotten media and to realize RepublicNL at once.   
You need to make clear to the Dutch that they have to deal with you as a Legally 
correct operating Business-person, not as an Old-fashion politician. AU!

Well, its not that difficult; I have pre-talked Russia for over 10 years. 
When Medvedev would not have been such a coward, Russia would have been billions 
richer today.   We need to restore the damage Medvedev – Putin caused.  Simple job 
that demands ‘ enduration’.  

Ksenia, the best skill you need to develop  is 
‘to rebalance the  Good with the Bad + Your Good Self with that tiny  devil

inside you’. 
In the eye of the public, on the website of the Russian-Embassy in Thehague. 

The only thing you need to do    
= publish all new RepublicNL laws & treaties on the  RU-embassy website in

Thehague.

And then you will learn something 
about Cowardice behavior & Laziness in the Dutch.

When you take the lead, they follow… because they want to make money. 

When you make clear that all RU-NL business contracts  will be signed  Arbitration-
courtsystem -proof, internationally… the NL-RU relationship is 100% restored.

Solutions are always simple… to execute.

DesireeStokkel
InterimPrimeMinister for Netherlands, per 18nov2016
http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/constitution-republic-nl.html
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